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Computer Architecture  

Lecture 1 

Microprocessor Age: 

The 8085 Microprocessor: In 1977, Intel Corporation introduced an updated version 

of the 8080—the 8085. The 8085 was to be the last 8-bit, general-purpose 

microprocessor developed by Intel. 

The Modern Microprocessor 

In 1978, Intel released the 8086 microprocessor; a year or so later, it released the 

8088. Both devices are 16-bit microprocessors, which executed instructions in as 

little as 400 ns (2.5 MIPs, or 2.5 millions of instructions per second). This 

represented a major improvement over the execution speed of the 8085. In addition, 

the 8086 and 8088 addressed 1M byte of memory, which was 16 times more memory 

than the 8085. 

The 80286 Microprocessor: The 80286 microprocessor (also a 16-bit architecture 

microprocessor) was almost identical to the 8086 and 8088, except it addressed a 

16M-byte memory system instead of a 1M-byte system. The instruction set of the 

80286 was almost identical to the 8086 and 8088, except for a few additional 

instructions that managed the extra 15M bytes of memory. 

The 32-Bit Microprocessor: Applications began to demand faster microprocessor 

speeds, more memory, and wider data paths. This led to the arrival of the 80386 in 

1986 by Intel Corporation. The 80386 represented a major overhaul of the 16-bit 

8086–80286 architecture. The 80386 was Intel’s first practical 32-bit microprocessor 

that contained a 32-bit data bus and a 32-bit memory address. (Note that Intel 

produced an earlier, although unsuccessful, 32-bit microprocessor called the iapx-

432.) Through these 32-bit buses, the 80386 addressed up to 4G bytes of memory. 

(1G of memory contains 1024M, or 1,073,741,824 locations.) A 4G-byte memory 

can store an astounding 1,000,000 typewritten, double-spaced pages of ASCII text 

data. 
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The 80486 Microprocessor: In 1989, Intel released the 80486 microprocessor, 

which incorporated an 80386-like microprocessor, an 80387-like numeric 

coprocessor, and an 8K-byte cache memory system into one integrated package. 

The Pentium Microprocessor: The Pentium, introduced in 1993, was similar to the 

80386 and 80486 microprocessors. This microprocessor was originally labeled the P5 

or 80586, but Intel decided not to use a number because it appeared to be impossible 

to copyright a number. The two introductory versions of the Pentium operated with a 

clocking frequency of 60 MHz and 66 MHz, and a speed of 110 MIPs, with a higher-

frequency 100 MHz one and one-half clocked version that operated at 150 MIPs. The 

double-clocked Pentium, operating at 120 MHz and 133 MHz, was also available, as 

were higher-speed versions. (The fastest version produced by Intel is the 233 MHz 

Pentium, which is a three and one-half clocked version.) Another difference was that 

the cache size was increased to 16K bytes from the 8K cache found in the basic 

version of the 80486. 

Most of Intel µP address busses and memory size can be addressed 

 
 

See Figure below for the block diagram of the personal computer. This diagram also 

applies to any computer system, from the early mainframe computers to the latest 

microprocessor-based systems. The block diagram is composed of three blocks that 
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are interconnected by buses. (A bus is the set of common connections that carry the 

same type of information. 

 
 

Lecture 2 

The Memory and I/O System: 
 

The memory structure of all Intel-based personal computers is similar. This includes 

the first personal computers based upon the 8088, introduced in 1981 by IBM, to the 

most powerful high speed versions of today, based on the Pentium 4 or Core2. Figure 

below illustrates the memory map of a personal computer system. 

The Microprocessor 

At the heart of the microprocessor-based computer system is the microprocessor 

integrated circuit. The microprocessor, sometimes referred to as the CPU (central 

processing unit), is the controlling element in a computer system. The microprocessor 

controls memory and I/O through a series of connections called buses. The buses 

select an I/O or memory device, transfer data between an I/O device or memory and 

the microprocessor, and control the I/O and memory system. Memory and I/O are 
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controlled through instructions that are stored in the memory and executed by the 

microprocessor. 

 
 

 
 

Another feature that makes the microprocessor powerful is its ability to make simple 

decisions based upon numerical facts. For example, a microprocessor can decide if a 

number is zero, if it is positive, and so forth. These simple decisions allow the 

microprocessor to modify the program flow, so that programs appear to think through 

these simple decisions. Table below lists the decision-making capabilities of the Intel 

family of microprocessors. 
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Buses:  

A bus is a common group of wires that interconnect components in a computer 

system. The buses that interconnect the sections of a computer system transfer 

address, data, and control information between the microprocessor and its memory 

and I/O systems. In the microprocessor based computer system, three buses exist for 

this transfer of information: address, data, and control. Figure below shows how these 

buses interconnect various system components such as the microprocessor, read/write 

memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM or flash), and a few I/O devices. 

 
The main connection between the microprocessor and memory  
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The microprocessor developments on the data and address buss. 
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Lecture 3 

Number Systems: 
 

Digits 

Before numbers are converted from one number base to another, the digits of a 

number system must be understood. Early in our education, we learned that a decimal 

(base 10) number is constructed with 10 digits: 0 through 9. The first digit in any 

numbering system is always zero. For example, a base 8 (octal) number contains 8 

digits: 0 through 7; a base 2 (binary) number contains 2 digits: 0 and 1. If the base of 

a number exceeds 10, the additional digits use the letters of the alphabet, beginning 

with an A. For example, a base 12 number contains 10 digits: 0 through 9, followed 

by A for 10 and B for 11. Note that a base 10 number does contain a 10 digit, just as a 

base 8 number does not contain an 8 digit. The most common numbering systems 

used with computers are decimal, binary, and hexadecimal (base 16). (Many years 

ago octal numbers were popular.) 
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Binary-Coded Hexadecimal 

Binary-coded hexadecimal (BCH) is used to represent hexadecimal data in binary 

code. A binary-coded hexadecimal number is a hexadecimal number written so that 

each digit is represented by a 4-bit binary number. The values for the BCH digits 

appear in Table below. Hexadecimal numbers are represented in BCH code by 

converting each digit to BCH code with a space between each coded digit.  

 

 
Complements 

Example below shows how the 8-bit binary number 01001100 is one’s (radix -1) 

complemented to represent it as a negative value. Notice that each digit of the number 

is subtracted from one to generate the radix -1 (one’s) complement. In this example, the 

negative of 01001100 is 10110011. The same technique can be applied to any 

number system, as illustrated in Example 1–15, in which the fifteen’s (radix -1) 

complement of a 5CD hexadecimal is computed by subtracting each digit from a 

fifteen. 
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Byte-Sized Data: 

Byte-sized data are stored as unsigned and signed integers. Figure 1–14 illustrates 

both the unsigned and signed forms of the byte-sized integer. The difference in these 

forms is the weight of the leftmost bit position. Its value is 128 for the unsigned 

integer and minus 128 for the signed integer. In the signed integer format, the 

leftmost bit represents the sign bit of the number, as well as a weight of minus 128. 

For example, 80H represents a value of 128 as an unsigned number; as a signed 

number, it represents a value of minus 128. Unsigned integers range in value from 

00H to FFH (0–255). Signed integers range in value from -128 to 0 to + 127. 
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Word-Sized Data 

A word (16-bits) is formed with two bytes of data. The least significant byte is 

always stored in the lowest-numbered memory location, and the most significant byte 

is stored in the highest. This method of storing a number is called the little endian 

format. An alternate method, not used with the Intel family of microprocessors, is 

called the big endian format. In the big endian format, numbers are stored with the 

lowest location containing the most significant data. The big endian format is used 

with the Motorola family of microprocessors. 
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Lecture 4 

INTERNAL MICROPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE 

Before a program is written or any instruction investigated, the internal configuration 

of the microprocessor must be known. This section of the chapter details the 

program-visible internal architecture of the 8086–Core2 microprocessors. Also 

detailed are the function and purpose of each of these internal registers. Note that in a 

multiple core microprocessor each core contains the same programming model. The 

only difference is that each core runs a separate task or thread simultaneously. 

 
The Programming Model 

The programming model of the 8086 through the Core2 is considered to be program 

visible because its registers are used during application programming and are 

specified by the instructions. Other registers, detailed later in this chapter, are 

considered to be program invisible because they are not addressable directly during 

applications programming, but may be used indirectly during system programming. 

Only the 80286 and above contain the program-invisible registers used to control and 

operate the protected memory system and other features of the microprocessor. 

Figure below illustrates the programming model of the 8086 through the Core2 

microprocessor including the 64-bit extensions. The earlier 8086, 8088, and 80286 

contain 16-bit internal architectures, a subset of the registers shown in Figure below. 

 

Table below shows the overrides used to access portions of a 64-bit register. To 

access the low-order byte of the R8 register, use R8B (where B is the low-order byte). 

Likewise, to access the low-order word of a numbered register, such as R10, use 

R10W in the instruction. 
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Multipurpose Registers: 
 

RAX RAX is referenced as a 64-bit register (RAX), a 32-bit register (accumulator) 

(EAX), a 16-bit register (AX), or as either of two 8-bit registers (AH and 

AL). 

RBX RBX is addressable as RBX, EBX, BX, BH, or BL. The BX register (base 

index) sometimes holds the offset address of a location in the memory 

system in all versions of the microprocessor. 

RCX RCX, which is addressable as RCX, ECX, CX, CH, or CL, is a (count) 

general-purpose register that also holds the count for various instructions.  

RDX RDX, which is addressable as RDX, EDX, DX, DH, or DL, is a (data) general-

purpose register that holds a part of the result from a multiplication or part 

of the dividend before a division.  

RBP RBP, which is addressable as RBP, EBP, or BP, points to a memory (base 

pointer) location in all versions of the microprocessor for memory data 

transfers. 

RDI RDI, which is addressable as RDI, EDI, or DI, often addresses (destination 

index) string destination data for the string instructions. 

RSI RSI is used as RSI, ESI, or SI. The source index register often (source index) 

addresses source string data for the string instructions.  

R8 through R15: These registers are only found in the Pentium 4 and Core2 if 64-bit 

extensions are enabled. As mentioned, data in these registers are addressed 

as 64-, 32-, 16-, or 8-bit sizes and are of general purpose. 

 

Special-Purpose Registers: The special-purpose registers include RIP, RSP, and 

RFLAGS; and the segment registers include CS, DS, ES, SS, FS, and GS. 

RIP RIP addresses the next instruction in a section of memory defined as 

(instruction pointer) a code segment. This register is IP (16 bits) when the 

microprocessor operates in the real mode and EIP (32 bits) when the 80386 

and above operate in the protected mode.  
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RSP RSP addresses an area of memory called the stack. The stack memory (stack 

pointer) stores data through this pointer and is explained later in the text 

with the instructions that address stack data. 

RFLAGS RFLAGS indicate the condition of the microprocessor and control its 

operation. Figure below shows the flag registers of all versions of the 

microprocessor. (Note the flags are upward-compatible from the 8086/8088 

through the Core2 microprocessors.) The 8086–80286 contain a FLAG 

register (16 bits) and the 80386 and above contain an EFLAG register (32-

bit extended flag register).  

C (carry) Carry holds the carry after addition or the borrow after subtraction.  

P (parity) Parity is a logic 0 for odd parity and a logic 1 for even parity.  

A (auxiliary carry) The auxiliary carry holds the carry (half-carry) after addition or 

the borrow after subtraction between bit positions 3 and 4 of the result. 

Z (zero) The zero flag shows that the result of an arithmetic or logic operation is 

zero.  

S (sign) The sign flag holds the arithmetic sign of the result after an arithmetic or 

logic instruction executes.  

T (trap) The trap flag enables trapping through an on-chip debugging feature.  

I (interrupt) The interrupt flag controls the operation of the INTR (interrupt request) 

input pin.  

D (direction) The direction flag selects either the increment or decrement mode for 

the DI and/or SI registers during string instructions.  

O (overflow) Overflows occur when signed numbers are added or subtracted.  

IOPL IOPL is used in protected mode operation to select the privilege (I/O privilege 

level) level for I/O devices.  

NT (nested task): The nested task flag indicates that the current task is nested within 

another task in protected mode operation. This flag is set when the task is 

nested by software. 
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RF (resume): The resume flag is used with debugging to control the resumption of 

execution after the next instruction. 

VM (virtual mode): The VM flag bit selects virtual mode operation in a protected 

mode system. 

AC The alignment check flag bit activates if a word or double-word is (alignment 

check) addressed on a non-word or non-double-word boundary.  

VIF The VIF is a copy of the interrupt flag bit available to the Pentium– (virtual 

interrupt) Pentium 4 microprocessors. 

VIP (virtual VIP provides information about a virtual mode interrupt for the 

(interrupt pending) Pentium–Pentium 4 microprocessors.  

ID (identification) The ID flag indicates that the Pentium–Pentium 4 microprocessors support the 

CPUID instruction. 
 

 
 

Segment Registers. Additional registers, called segment registers, generate 

memory addresses when combined with other registers in the microprocessor. There 

are either four or six segment registers in various versions of the microprocessor. A 

segment register functions differently in the real mode when compared to the 

protected mode operation of the microprocessor. Following is a list of each segment 

register, along with its function in the system: 

CS (code): The code segment is a section of memory that holds the code (programs 

and procedures) used by the microprocessor. The code segment register 

defines the starting address of the section of memory holding code. The 

code segment is limited to 64K bytes in the 8088–80286, and 4G bytes in 
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the 80386 and above when these microprocessors operate in the protected 

mode. 

DS (data): The data segment is a section of memory that contains most data used by 

a program. Data are accessed in the data segment by an offset address or 

the contents of other registers that hold the offset address.  

ES (extra): The extra segment is an additional data segment that is used by some of 

the string instructions to hold destination data. 

SS (stack): The stack segment defines the area of memory used for the stack. The 

stack entry point is determined by the stack segment and stack pointer 

registers. The BP register also addresses data within the stack segment. 

FS and GS: The FS and GS segments are supplemental segment registers available 

in the 80386–Core2 microprocessors to allow two additional memory 

segments for access by programs. Windows uses these segments for 

internal operations, but no definition of their usage is available.  

 

REAL MODE MEMORY ADDRESSING 

The 80286 and above operate in either the real or protected mode. Only the 8086 and 

8088 operate exclusively in the real mode. In the 64-bit operation mode of the 

Pentium 4 and Core2, there is no real mode operation. This section of the text details 

the operation of the microprocessor in the real mode. Real mode operation allows 

the microprocessor to address only the first 1M byte of memory space—even if it is 

the Pentium 4 or Core2 microprocessor. Note that the first 1M byte of memory is 

called the real memory, conventional memory, or DOS memory system. 

Segments and Offsets 

A combination of a segment address and an offset address accesses a memory 

location in the real mode. All real mode memory addresses must consist of a segment 

address plus an offset address. The segment address, located within one of the 

segment registers, defines the beginning address of any 64K-byte memory segment. 
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The offset address selects any location within the 64K byte memory segment. 

Segments in the real mode always have a length of 64K bytes. 
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Default Segment and Offset Registers 

The microprocessor has a set of rules that apply to segments whenever memory is 

addressed. These rules, which apply in the real and protected mode, define the 

segment register and offset register combination. For example, the code segment 

register is always used with the instruction pointer to address the next instruction in a 

program. This combination is CS:IP or CS:EIP, depending upon the 

microprocessor’s mode of operation. The code segment register defines the start of 

the code segment and the instruction pointer locates the next instruction within the 

code segment. Another of the default combinations is the stack. Stack data are 

referenced through the stack segment at the memory location addressed by either the 

stack pointer (SP/ESP) or the pointer (BP/EBP). These combinations are referred to 

as SS:SP (SS:ESP), or SS:BP (SS:EBP).  
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Segment and Offset Addressing Scheme Allows Relocation 

The segment and offset addressing scheme seems unduly complicated. It is 

complicated, but it also affords an advantage to the system. This complicated scheme 

of segment plus offset addressing allows DOS programs to be relocated in the 

memory system. It also allows programs written to function in the real mode to 

operate in a protected mode system. A re-locatable program is one that can be 

placed into any area of memory and executed without change. Re-locatable data are 

data that can be placed in any area of memory and used without any change to the 

program. The segment and offset addressing scheme allows both programs and data 

to be relocated without changing a thing in a program or data. This is ideal for use in 

a general-purpose computer system in which not all machines contain the same 

memory areas. The personal computer memory structure is different from machine to 

machine, requiring re-locatable software and data. 
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Lecture 5 

DATA-ADDRESSING MODES 
Because the MOV instruction is a very common and flexible instruction, it provides a basis for the 

explanation of the data-addressing modes. Figure below illustrates the MOV instruction and defines 

the direction of data flow. The source is to the right and the destination is to the left, next to the 

opcode MOV. (An opcode, or operation code, tells the microprocessor which operation to perform).  

 
1. Register addressing: Register addressing transfers a copy of a byte or word from the source 

register or contents of a memory location to the destination register or memory location.  

 

Example: The 

MOV CX, DX   

 

Instruction copies the word-sized contents of register DX into register CX. 

 

2. Immediate addressing: Immediate addressing transfers the source, an immediate byte, word, 

double-word, or quad-word of data, into the destination register or memory location.  

Example: The  

MOV AL, 22H      

 

Instruction copies a byte sized 22H into register AL. 

 

3. Direct addressing: Direct addressing moves a byte or word between a memory location and a 

register. The instruction set does not support a memory to memory transfer, except with the 

MOVS instruction.  

Example: The 

MOV CX, LIST   

 

Instruction copies the word-sized contents of memory location LIST into register CX. 

 

4. Register indirect addressing: Register indirect addressing transfers a byte or word between a 

register and a memory location addressed by an index or base register. The index and base 

registers are BP, BX, DI, and S1. 

Example: The 

MOV AX, [BX]  

 

Instruction copies the word-sized data from the data segment offset address indexed by BX into 

register AX. 
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Register Addressing 

Register addressing is the most common form of data addressing and, once the 

register names are learned, is the easiest to apply. The microprocessor contains the 

following 8-bit register names used with register addressing: AH, AL, BH, BL, CH, 

CL, DH, and DL. Also present are the following 16-bit register names: AX, BX, CX, 

DX, SP, BP, SI, and DI. In the 80386 and above, the extended 32-bit register names 

are: EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX, ESP, EBP, EDI, and ESI. In the 64-bit mode of the 

Pentium 4, the register names are: RAX, RBX, RCX, RDX, RSP, RBP, RDI, RSI, 

and R8 through R15. 
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MOV BX, CX 

 

Immediate Addressing 

Another data-addressing mode is immediate addressing. The term immediate 

implies that the data immediately follow the hexadecimal opcode in the memory. 

Also note that immediate data are constant data, whereas the data transferred from a 

register or memory location are variable data. 
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Direct Data Addressing 

Most instructions can use the direct data-addressing mode. In fact, direct data 

addressing is applied to many instructions in a typical program. There are two basic forms 

of direct data addressing: (1) direct addressing, which applies to a MOV between a memory 

location and AL, AX, or EAX, and (2) displacement addressing, which applies to almost 

any instruction in the instruction set. 
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Lecture 6 

Register Indirect Addressing 

Register indirect addressing allows data to be addressed at any memory location 

through an offset address held in any of the following registers: BP, BX, DI, and SI. 

For example, if register BX contains 1000H and the MOV AX,[BX] instruction 

executes, the word contents of data segment offset address 1000H are copied into 

register AX. 
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PROGRAM MEMORY-ADDRESSING MODES 

Program memory-addressing modes, used with the JMP (jump) and CALL 

instructions, consist of three distinct forms: direct, relative, and indirect. 

Direct Program Memory Addressing 

Direct program memory addressing is what many early microprocessors used for all 

jumps and calls. Direct program memory addressing is also used in high-level 

languages, such as the BASIC language GOTO and GOSUB instructions. 
 

 
 

 

Indirect Program Memory Addressing 

The microprocessor allows several forms of program indirect memory addressing for 

the JMP and CALL instructions. Table 3–10 lists some acceptable program indirect 

jump instructions, which can use any 16-bit register (AX, BX, CX, DX, SP, BP, DI, 

or SI); any relative register ([BP], [BX], [DI], or [SI]); and any relative register with a 

displacement. In the 80386 and above, an extended register can also be used to hold 

the address or indirect address of a relative JMP or CALL. For example, the JMP 

EAX jumps to the location address by register EAX. 
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Lecture 7 

STACK MEMORY-ADDRESSING MODES 

The stack plays an important role in all microprocessors. It holds data temporarily 

and stores the return addresses used by procedures. The stack memory is an LIFO 

(last-in, first-out) memory, which describes the way that data are stored and 

removed from the stack. Data are placed onto the stack with a PUSH instruction and 

removed with a POP instruction. The CALL instruction also uses the stack to hold 

the return address for procedures and a RET (return) instruction to remove the return 

address from the stack.  
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.MODEL TINY ;select tiny model 

0000   .CODE ;start code segment 

.STARTUP ;start program 

0100 B8 1000   MOV AX,1000H  ;load test data 

0103 BB 2000  MOV BX,2000H 

0106 B9 3000   MOV CX,3000H 

0109 50   PUSH AX   ;1000H to stack 

010A 53   PUSH BX  ;2000H to stack 

010B 51   PUSH CX   ;3000H to stack 

010C 58   POP AX   ;3000H to AX 

010D 59   POP CX   ;2000H to CX 

010E 5B   POP BX   ;1000H to BX 

.exit    ;exit to DOS 

end    ;end program 
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Machine Language 

Machine language is the native binary code that the microprocessor 

understands and uses as its instructions to control its operation. Machine language 

instructions for the 8086 through the Core2 vary in length from 1 to as many as 13 

bytes. Although machine language appears complex, there is order to this 

microprocessor’s machine language. 

 

 
The Opcode: The opcode selects the operation (addition, subtraction, move, and so 

on) that is performed by the microprocessor. The remaining 2 bits indicate the 

direction (D) and whether the data are a byte or a word (W).  

 

If the direction bit (D)=1, data flow to the register REG field from the R/M field 

located in the second byte of an instruction. If the D-bit=0 in the opcode, data flow to 

the R/M field from the REG field. If the W-bit=1, the data size is a word or double 

word; if the W-bit=0, the data size is always a byte. The W-bit appears in most 

instructions, while the D-bit appears mainly with the MOV and some other 

instructions. Refer to Figure 4–3 for the binary bit pattern of the second opcode byte 

(reg-mod-r/m) of many instructions. Figure below shows the location of the MOD 

(mode), REG (register), and R/M (register/memory) fields. 
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Lecture 8 

STRING DATA TRANSFERS 

There are five string data transfer instructions: LODS, STOS, MOVS, INS, and 

OUTS. Each string instruction allows data transfers that are either a single byte, 

word, or doubleword (or if repeated, a block of bytes, words, or doublewords). 

Before the string instructions are presented, the operation of the D flag-bit (direction), 

DI, and SI must be understood as they apply to the string instructions.  

 

The Direction Flag 

 

D=0  auto increment for the SI and DI registers. 

D=1  auto decrement for the SI and DI registers. 

 

CLD  instruction to make the D=0. 

STD  instruction to make the D=1. 

 

1. LODS 

 

The LODS instruction loads AL, AX, or EAX with data stored at the data segment 

offset address indexed by the SI register. 

 
 

A 1 is added to or subtracted from SI for a byte-sized LODS, a 2 is added or 

subtracted for a word-sized LODS, and a 4 is added or subtracted for a doubleword-

sized LODS. 
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Operation of LODSW instruction 

 

2. STOS 

 

The STOS instruction stores AL, AX, or EAX at the extra segment memory location 

addressed by the DI register. 

 

STOS with a REP. The repeat prefix (REP) is added to any string data transfer 

instruction, except the LODS instruction. It doesn’t make any sense to perform a 

repeated LODS operation. 

 

The REP prefix causes CX to decrement by 1 each time the string instruction 

executes. After CX decrements, the string instruction repeats. If CX reaches a value 

of 0, the instruction terminates and the program continues with the next sequential 

instruction. 
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3. MOVS 

The MOVS instruction transfers a byte, word, or doubleword from the data segment 

location addressed by SI to the extra segment location addressed by SI. 

 
 

4. INS 

 

This instruction isuseful for inputting a block of data from an external I/O device 

directly into the memory. One application transfers data from a disk drive to memory. 

Disk drives are often considered and interfaced as I/O devices in a computer system. 
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5. OUTS 

 

The OUTS (output string) instruction (not available on the 8086/8088 

microprocessors) transfers a byte, word, or doubleword of data from the data segment 

memory location address by SI to an I/O device. 
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Lecture 9 

BUS BUFFERING AND LATCHING 

Before the 8086/8088 microprocessors can be used with memory or I/O interfaces, 

their multiplexed buses must be de-multiplexed. (Because the maximum fan-out is 

10, the system must be buffered if it contains more than 10 other components.) 

Demultiplexing the 8088. Figure below illustrates the 8088 microprocessor and the 

components required to de-multiplex its buses. In this case, two 74LS373 or 74LS573 

transparent latches are used to demultiplex the address/data bus connections AD7–

AD0 and the multiplexed address/status connections A19/S6–A16/S3. 

 

The 8088 microprocessor shown with a de-multiplexed address bus. This is the model 

used to build many 8088-based systems. 
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De-multiplexing the 8086. Like the 8088, the 8086 system requires separate address, 

data, and control buses. It differs primarily in the number of multiplexed pins. In the 

8088, only AD7–AD0 and A19/S6–A16/S3 are multiplexed. In the 8086, the 

multiplexed pins include AD15–AD0 A19/S6–A16/S3, and BHE’/S7. All of these 

signals must be de-multiplexed. 

 
The 8086 microprocessor shown with a de-multiplexed address bus. This is the 

model used to build many 8086-based systems. 
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The Buffered System 

If more than 10 unit loads are attached to any bus pin, the entire 8086 or 8088 system 

must be buffered. 

The Fully Buffered 8088. 

 

A fully buffered 8088 microprocessor. 
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The Fully Buffered 8086 

 

 

A fully buffered 8086 microprocessor. 
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BUS TIMING 

It is essential to understand system bus timing before choosing a memory or I/O 

device for interfacing to the 8086 or 8088 microprocessors. 

 

Simplified 8086/8088 write bus cycle. 
 

 

Simplified 8086/8088 read bus cycle. 
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Lecture 10 

 Let’s assume a very simple microprocessor with 10 address lines (1KB 

memory) 

 Let’s assume we wish to implement all its memory space and we use 128x8 

memory chips 

 SOLUTION 

1. We will need 8 memory chips (8x128=1024) 

2. We will need 3 address lines to select each one of the 8 chips 

3. Each chip will need 7 address lines to address its internal memory cells 

 

 

Simple NAND Gate Decoder 

 

A simple NAND gate decoder that selects a 2716 EPROM for memory location FF800H–FFFFFH. 
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 Let’s assume the same microprocessor with 10 address lines (1KB memory) 

 

1. However, this time we wish to implement only 512 bytes of memory  

2. We still must use 128-byte memory chips  

3. Physical memory must be placed on the upper half of the memory map 
 

SOLUTION 

 
The 3-to-8 Line Decoder (74LS138) 

 

 
The 74LS138 3-to-8 line decoder and function table. 
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A circuit that uses eight 2764 EPROMs for a 64K × 8 section of memory in an 8088 

microprocessor-based system. The addresses selected in this circuit are F0000H–FFFFFH. 

 

 
 

A sample memory system constructed with a 74HCT139. 


